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Ken O’Hanlon, Member, IEEE, Hidehisa Nagano, Senior Member, IEEE,
Nicolas Keriven, Student Member, IEEE, Mark D. Plumbley, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Automatic Music Transcription (AMT) can be performed by deriving a pitch-time representation through decomposition of a spectrogram with a dictionary of pitch-labelled atoms.
Typically, Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) methods are
used to decompose magnitude spectrograms. One atom is often
used to represent each note. However, the spectrum of a note may
change over time. Previous research considered this variability
using different atoms to model specific parts of a note, or large
dictionaries comprised of datapoints from the spectrograms of
full notes. In this paper the use of subspace modelling of note
spectra is explored, with group sparsity employed as a means of
coupling activations of related atoms into a pitched subspace.
Stepwise and gradient-based methods for non-negative group
sparse decompositions are proposed. Finally, a group sparse NMF
approach is used to tune a generic harmonic subspace dictionary,
leading to improved NMF-based AMT results.
Index Terms—Group sparsity, automatic music transcription,
non-negative matrix factorisation, stepwise optimal

A

I. I NTRODUCTION

UTOMATIC Music Transcription (AMT) seeks to derive
pitch-time activations from a musical signal. Spectrogram factorisations provide one approach to this problem,
and are particularly appropriate when the signal is comprised
of instruments with fixed pitch, such as a piano. Often, in
audio signal processing a magnitude, or power, spectrogram is
used with methods based on Non-negative Matrix Factorisation
(NMF) [1]. In this case, NMF seeks to approximate the non⇥N
negative spectrogram S 2 RM
such that
+
S ⇡ DX

(1)

⇥K
where D 2 RM
is a dictionary matrix, with an atom, dk , in
+
each column and X 2 RK⇥N
is an activation matrix in which
+
each row, xk , relates the activations of the corresponding
atom, dk . When the atoms are pitch labelled a pitch-time
representation can be derived from the activation matrix.
NMF is an unsupervised learning algorithm which typically
uses multiplicative updates to perform the approximation (1).
NMF was first proposed for AMT by Smaragdis and Brown
[2]. They considered that each note in a signal may need to be
played in isolation at least once in order to learn a meaningful
atom for that note [2] as overlap of signal elements in the
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spectrogram, common in musical signals, presents difficulty
in separation of factors. While NMF may separate notes that
are not played in isolation [3], there is a tendency to learn
atoms that are not meaningful, with energy concentrated in
few dimensions [3] [4] while the selected learning order, or
factorisation rank, K, is seen to effect AMT performance [3].
Supervised NMF, or Non-negative Matrix Decomposition
(NMD) [5], using a fixed dictionary, provides a means to
perform AMT that avoids problems associated with NMF.
However, NMD performance degrades if a dictionary is not
suited to the signal [4]. Typically NMD is performed with one
atom used to model each note [5]. Improved AMT using multiatom note modelling is reported in [6], where it is suggested
that using several atoms better captures variation in spectral
shape over the duration of a note. Similarly, different atoms
are used to model the attack, sustain and decay states of a
piano note with Hidden Markov Models used to determine
transitions between states [7] [8]. Alternatively, use of lowrank subspaces, learnt offline using NMF, to model notes is
considered in [4]; however degraded performance is reported.
An alternative approach to note modelling for NMD is
taken in [9] where a dictionary comprised of the frames of
isolated note spectrograms is used in order to capture the
variability in the note spectrum. This datapoint dictionary is
overcomplete (K > M ), and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
(OMP) [10] is used to decompose a spectrogram. Difficulty in
selecting an appropriate stopping condition for OMP in this
context is identified [9], while broken temporal continuity in
spectrogram decompositions using greedy pursuits is reported
in [11]. However, the potential advantage of stepwise pursuits
in the case of multi-instrument signals is noted in [12].
Harmonic variants of NMF [4] [13] [14] constrain the
learning in order to learn meaningful atoms and avoid the
rank selection problem. These approaches initialise with one
atom, estimating an expected note spectrum, specified for
each note. Racinski et al [13] place zeroes at all positions
of an atom not expected to contain a harmonic partial of
the associated note. The zeroes, and harmonic structure, are
maintained by multiplicative updates used in NMF. Vincent
et al [4] propose a semi-supervised NMF approach using
a hierarchical dictionary, in which each high-level harmonic
atom is defined by learning a superposition of several lowlevel fixed narrowband atoms sharing the same fundamental
frequency. While this method is considered state-of-the-art for
NMF-based AMT, we consider that the harmonic constraint
may be over-restrictive, particularly in the case of semipercussive instruments such as the piano.
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A. Contributions of this paper
In this paper, the use of subspace models of note spectra
is considered, whereby a note is represented by a group of
atoms, such as seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, that may be co-active
and have no explicit temporal dependencies. We consider that
negative results reported for this model [4] are due to the lack
of a strategy to couple groups of atoms into pitched subspaces.
We propose to use group sparsity for this purpose, and develop
a suite of non-negative group sparse algorithms. OMP-based
methods are first proposed [15], but noted problems with
this class of approaches in this context [9] [11] lead us to
propose an alternative stepwise method, employing backwards
elimination [16]. We previously proposed these approaches
in [15] [16], and offer a direct comparison here alongside a
further comparison of subspace and datapoint modelling [9].
Group sparsity is then extended to NMF with -divergence.
We propose a novel group sparse penalty that scales in a
linear fashion to -divergence, for which we provide an
auxiliary function that affords a monotonic group sparse NMF
algorithm. We then employ this approach in a dictionary tuning
method, applied to a restructured version of the harmonic
dictionary used in [4], whereby the hard harmonic constraint
is dropped. Part of this work was described in [17] and is
augmented here through monotonic descent algorithm with
scale invariant group sparse penalty and further evaluation.
We also propose a new onset detector for NMF-based AMT.
In the next section some relevant background information
and baseline methods are briefly described. Following this,
the proposed group sparse methods are outlined in section III.
Section IV introduces the dictionary tuning approach, before
evaluation of all proposed approaches is given in section V.
Finally the paper concludes with pointers to further work.
II. BACKGROUND AND BASELINE M ETHODS
A. Group Sparsity

S

PARSE approximation seeks a signal representation that
is predominated by zeros. Given a signal, s 2 RM , and
a dictionary, D 2 RM ⇥K , with unit `2 norm atoms in each
column, dk , the sparse approximation problem is defined as a
penalised least squares problem
x

min ks
x

Dxk22 + kxk0

•
•
•

Input : D 2 RM ⇥N ; s 2 RM
Initialise : r = s; = {}
Repeat
– Select atom with index
k̂ = arg max |hdk , ri|
k

– Add to support
[ k̂

=

(3)
(4)

– Backproject support onto signal
x

min ks
x

D xk22

(5)

– Calculate new residual
r=s
•

D x

(6)

Until stopping condition met
Fig. 1: Orthogonal Matching Pursuit.

Group sparse representations incorporate the assumption
that certain atoms tend to be active together, as demonstrated
in Fig. 2. Given the set J = {J j }, where J j contains the
indices of the jth group, the notation
D[j]

=

x[j]

=

[dJ j (1) , ..., dJ j (|J j |) ]

[xJ j (1) , ..., xJ j (|J j |) ]T

is used for the jth group of the dictionary, D[j], and of the
coefficient vector, x[j], where J j (i) is the ith member of the
jth set of indices. The notation x[j, i] is used to refer to the
ith member of the jth group of x.
Group sparse variants of OMP replace (3) with a group
selection criteria, and add all atoms in the selected group,
indexed by ĵ, to the support : = [ J ĵ . The most wellknown group sparse greedy method is Block-OMP (B-OMP)
[19] which uses the selection criterion:
ĵ = arg max k [j]k2
j

(7)

(2)

where kxk0 = |x 6= 0| is referred to as the `0 pseudonorm and
is a parameter controlling the sparsity of the representation.
Different approaches may be used to approximate (2). Greedy
methods such as OMP [10], outlined in Fig. 1, form a representation by iteratively adding the atom most correlated with
the residual signal, r, to the sparse support, . The supported
atoms, indexed by D , are projected onto the signal, giving
the interim coefficients, x , which are used to recalculate the
residual. This iteration is performed until a predefined stopping
condition such as residual energy level, or a number of selected
atoms, is met. An alternative to matching pursuits is to replace
the `0 penalty in (2), considered
a difficult problem, with an
P
`1 norm, where kxk1 = n |xn |. This approach, referred to
as `1 minimisation or Basis Pursuit Denoising [18], allows
approximation of (2) with convex optimisation methods.

Fig. 2: Graphical description of the group sparse problem
showing dictionary with groups notated D[j] and one active
group x[2]. White blocks denote zeroes.
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where [j] = D[j]T r. Subspace Matching Pursuit [20] is a
similar approach which uses the selection criterion:
ĵ = arg min kr
j

(8)

⇡j (r)k2

where ⇡j (r) is the projection of r onto the subspace D[j].
The group sparse problem can also be considered using a
penalised least squares approach. In this case a mixed-norm
`p,q penalty is employed where
0
0
1 pq 1 q1
X
BX @
C
kxkp,q = @
x[j, i]p A A .
(9)
j

i2{1,...,|J j |}

In the case where it is expected that few groups are active, with
many atoms active in each group, an `p,0 norm is considered
ideal, typically with p = 2 [19]. Similar to Basis Pursuit
Denoising [18], relaxation using an `p,1 penalty is considered
[19]. Other mixed norm penalties, such as the `1,2 term
proposed in [21] which seeks to have many groups active with
few atoms in each group supported, are known. A list of some
of these penalties is given in [22].
B. Non-negative methods
Spectrogram decompositions are often performed on nonnegative spectra with a non-negative constraint applied to the
dictionary and activations. Stepwise methods such as OMP
require modification to explicitly accommodate this constraint
[23]. The least squares backprojection (5) is replaced with
Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS) :
x

min ks
x

Dxk22

s.t.

x

0.

(10)

NNLS is a well studied problem for which many different
methods have been proposed [24]. The classic NNLS algorithm [25] is a greedy stepwise algorithm, similar to OMP,
that considers a positive only selection criteria
k̂ = arg max dTk r
k

(11)

and backprojects using an iterative loop. In each iteration a
least squares projection is performed and atoms displaying
a negative coefficient are ejected from the active set, .
Iterations continue until the non-negative constraint is met.
NNLS possesses a natural stopping condition that no inactive
atoms have a positive correlation with the residual. Nonnegative OMP (NN-OMP) [23], apart from the stipulation of
normalised atoms, can be considered a truncated NNLS algorithm terminating upon a predetermined stopping condition.
The `1 penalised approach can also be used for nonnegative sparse approximation using typical `1 solvers with the
non-negative constraint applied [26] [27] or penalised NMD
approaches [28]. However, NNLS can be considered a sparse
algorithm as the non-negative constraint performs an innate
regularisation [29], and is shown empirically to outperform
non-negative `1 minimisation [29]. In AMT experiments we
have observed little difference between such non-negative `1 approximation and NNLS.
Gradient-based methods, often based on NMF, are generally
preferred for spectrogram decompositions. While stepwise

Fig. 3: Group of atoms forming a subspace representing one
note.
methods employ the Euclidean distance, other cost functions
are considered superior for audio signal processing [2] [4]
[30]. In particular, it was shown that the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence
X
sn
CKL (s|z) =
sn log
s n + zn
(12)
zn
n

where z = Dx is the current estimate, outperforms Euclidean
distance in the original paper considering NMF for AMT [2].
The generalised -divergence [31]
X
1
C (s|z) =
s +(
1)zm
(sm zm 1 ) (13)
(
1) m m

generalises popular cost functions such as Euclidean distance
( = 2), with KL (12) and Itakuro-Saito (IS) divergences as
limit cases as
! {1, 0}, respectively. NMD experiments
described in [4] [5] report superior AMT results for = 0.5.
Similar to NNLS, sparsity is a known side effect of
NMF due to non-negative regularisation [1]. Nonetheless it
is relatively common to enhance this implicit sparsity by
using penalty terms, which are easily accommodated in NMF.
Typically an `1 penalty is considered [32] [33] [34]; however
this may not always be effective
P [33] [27]. Concave penalties,
such as the log based penalty, n log(1+xn ), used with audio
signals in [6], may be attractive as they tend to be sparser than
the `1 norm. Penalised NMF approaches with -divergence
generally lead to the multiplicative updates [34]

['( )]
DT [S ⌦ [DX][ 2] ]
X
X⌦
(14)
[DT [DX][ 1] ] +
(X)
D



[S ⌦ [DX][ 2] ]XT
D⌦
[[DX][ 1] XT ] +
(D)

['( )]

(15)

where ⌦ denotes elementwise multiplication, x[.] denotes
elementwise exponentiation of a vector or matrix, the matrix
division is also elementwise, (D) and (X) typically describe the gradient of the penalty term, and '( ) is a parameter
that varies with and the penalty used to ensure descent of the
cost function. For the range 0   2, a value of '( ) = 1 is
given in [35] for the unpenalised case, while '( ) = 1/(3 )
is given when a `22 penalty is applied [34].
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III. N ON - NEGATIVE G ROUP S PARSE M ETHODS

•

In order to apply the subspace model for AMT using
magnitude spectrogram, non-negative group sparse algorithms
are proposed.
A. Non-negative Group Sparse OMP
Non-negative group sparse OMP methods are simply derived, similar to NN-OMP [23], by using NNLS backprojection and enforcing non-negativity in the selection step. We
derive a non-negative B-OMP (NN-BOMP) selection criterion
from (7) by considering only positive inner products:
ĵ = arg max k
j

+

x,j

D[j]x[j]k22

s.t.

arg min ks

x

•

x[j]

0

(17)

where x[j] is the NNLS solution vector for the decomposition
of the residual over the subspace D[j]. While (17) can be
considered a non-negative variant of Subspace Matching Pursuit selection criteria (8), the non-negative constraint implies
that the solution to (17) is not accessible through dictionaryresidual multiplication as the active set must be determined for
each group, requiring the use of NNLS. This is computationally demanding, as NNLS is calculated for each group at each
frame q times, where q is the number of groups to be selected.
For a minute of music, sampled at 44.1 kHz, with a hopsize
of 1024 samples, or ⇠ 23.2 ms , a dictionary containing 88
pitched groups, and an average polyphony of q = 5, NN-NSOMP requires more than 106 blockwise NNLS calculations.
A fast, exact, variant of NN-NS-OMP upper bounds the norm
of the NNLS projection by the lower of the norm of the least
squares projection ⇡j (r) (8) and the NN-BOMP coefficient
(16), both available through dictionary-residual multiplication,
in order to prune the number of NNLS calculations. The details
of this approach are left to [36] [37].
B. Backwards Elimination
Problems with corruption of time continuity [11] and difficulty in selecting an apt stopping condition [9] are reported
when matching pursuits are employed for AMT. Indeed, it
would seem that greedy pursuits may not be appropriate for
AMT decompositions. Pursuit algorithms are known to give
accurate results when the dictionary elements are uncorrelated,
or incoherent [38]. However, non-negative dictionaries are innately coherent [23], a problem accentuated by harmonicity in
a dictionary representing pitched notes, where consonant notes
are represented by coherent atoms. As a result, it is observed
that even initial atom/note selections with greedy methods
may be incorrect when two related pitches are present, and
a correction mechanism is desirable.
Bi-directional pursuits that alternate between forward selection and backwards elimination have been recently proposed
[39] [40] [41]. Some of these approaches [41] [39] [42] are

Dxk2

x

s.t.

x

(20)

0

= {j|kx[j]k > 0}

Do While ¯ j 

(or | | > q)

F = [DT⇧ D⇧ ]

⇧ = {k|xk > 0};

1

– Select group

ĵ = arg min
j

(16)

[j]k2

when + = I where I is an “is positive” indicator function.
We previously proposed the Non-Negative Nearest Subspace
OMP (NN-NS-OMP) [15], using the selection criteria:
ĵ = arg min kr

•

Input : D 2 RM ⇥N ; s 2 RM ; J
Initialise :

j

where
– Eliminate :
– Reproject
x

⇥
⇤
= arg min x[j̄]T F[j̄][j̄]

1

x[j̄]
(21)

j̄ = {i | ⇧(i) 2 J j }

\ĵ;

x[j] = 0

arg min ks

D xk2

x

s.t.

x

0

Fig. 4: Group Backwards From NNLS algorithm.
also stepwise optimal, in that the sparse cost function (2) is
optimised at each elimination or selection. For example, given
the current support, , a forward optimal step is given by
k̂ = arg min ks
k,x

D{

2
[k} xk2 .

(18)

In comparison, OMP selects the atom that optimises the least
squares error relative to the current residual :
k̂ = arg min kr
k,x

dk xk22 .

(19)

Fast stepwise optimal selection and elimination criteria, derived using block matrix updates, are proposed in the Greedy
Sparse Least Squares approach [42].
The non-negative constraint suggests a simple stepwise
optimal strategy for the problem at hand. In particular an
initial sparse solution can be derived using NNLS, which
has a natural stopping condition. Subsequently the necessity
to alternate between forwards and backwards steps in order
to correct early errors is removed, and an elimination only
strategy, referred to as Backwards From NNLS (BF-NNLS)
[16] is proposed. The group sparse variant, GBF-NNLS, is
outlined in Fig. 4. After the initial NNLS (20) is performed
the set of active groups, , is identified before entering the
main loop of iterative elimination. At the start of each iteration
the index ordered set of active atoms, ⇧, is denoted and the
inverse of the Gram matrix of the active set of the dictionary,
F, is calculated. The group elimination cost, j , equal to the
difference in `22 error before and after elimination, is given
by (21) where F[j̄][j̄] denotes the square block of the matrix
F with row/column indices related to the active atoms from
the jth group. The calculation of the group elimination cost
is derived using block matrix inverse updates, generalising the
atomic elimination step used in [42]. The group, indexed by
ĵ, displaying the minimum elimination cost is then eliminated
from the support. NNLS is then performed using only the
supported groups, before the iteration is re-entered.
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In practice NNLS is performed on the full spectrogram,
S, before elimination, in order to determine the stopping
condition, , which is calculated using a parameter, :
(22)

= ⇥ max[H]j,n
j,n

( = 1), the `1 penalty gives constant penalisation, which
is explained in terms of dispersion factors of exponential
distributions in [34] [45]. This scale invariance is desirable,
hence we use an `2, penalty for the GS- -NMF problem

where H is a group coefficient matrix

X, D

[H]j,n = kD[j]xn [j]k2 .

(23)

This approach is similar to that used in [4] and [5] for
thresholding approaches. The optimal value of is seen to
be consistent across spectrograms of different transforms [37]
in thresholding approaches. As this consistency is desirable, a
modified group sparse cost function is used [16]
Cmod = ks

Dxk2 + kxk?,0

(24)

where kx[j]k? = kD[j]x[j]k2 . The modified cost (24) simply
replaces the typically used `22 error (2), with the `2 error.
Experiments in [16] verify that use of this cost function
maintains the scaling property seen in thresholding. The modified elimination cost, ¯ ĵ , is only explicitly considered in the
stopping condition, as the ordering of elimination costs is the
same as that of the standard elimination cost ĵ , from which
it is calculated
q
¯ = krk2 +
krk2
(25)
2
ĵ
ĵ
where r is the current residual.

for

arg min C (S|DX) +
X,D

A variant of group sparse NMF, using IS ( = 0), was
proposed for source separation in [43], with a log-based
penalty applied to `1 norm group coefficients:
X
log(a + kx[l]k1 )
(26)
l

leading to updates generalised by (14) (15). A strategy for
estimation of the parameters , a, in (26) is given in [43],
however it is unclear whether this strategy extends to cost
functions other than IS. The penalty (26) is also employed
with KL divergence in [22], in which case optimisation is
performed by using a convex-concave projection algorithm. As
an alternative, we now propose a group penalty using an `2
norm group coefficient that is scale invariant to -divergence.
An alternative to the log-based sparse penalty is the `pp
quasinorm measure [44] which is also concave when p < 1
kxkpp = kx[p] k1

(27)

where x[p] denotes elementwise exponentiation, and can form
a tighter approximation to the `0 pseudonorm as p ! 0 than
either `1 or the log-based penalty. We considered a small value
of p in [17], but now propose to use a ` penalty with the divergence, noting the scaling relationship when > 0
C (s|z)
kxk

=

C (as|az)
kaxk

.

(28)

This relationship implies consistent sparse penalisation, relative to a given , regardless of scale. For the KL-divergence

n=1

kyn k2,

2 ]0, 2] where C is given by (13) and
[Y ]k,n = [X]k,n ⇥ kdk k2

(29)

(30)

is considered in order to accommodate the `2 norm constraint
on each atom. For KL ( = 1), the `2,1 penalty is employed
in (29), giving a convex cost function and linear scaling, unlike
the approach in [22]. KL with `2,1 penalty was previously used
for group sparse NMD [46], however a monotonic algorithm
was not developed in [46], and is offered here.
Majorisation-Minimisation (MM) methods are used to derive monotonic descent algorithms for -NMF [47] [35] and
penalised -NMF [34]. MM approaches consider an auxiliary
function G(x, x̂) defined by the properties
C(x̂) = G(x̂, x̂);

C(x)  G(x, x̂)

(31)

where C(x) denotes C(s|Dx), and x̂ is referred to as an
auxiliary variable. In practical terms, the auxiliary vector x̂
is set to the current estimate of the coefficient vector, which is
considered a constant. Optimisation of the auxiliary function
x

C. GS- -NMF with `2, penalty

N
X

(32)

arg min G(x, x̂)
x

then results in optimisation of the function C(x). Separability
of auxiliary functions in terms of individual variables such that
X
G(x|x̂) =
G(xk |x̂) + C
(33)
k

where C is a constant, is desirable allowing decoupling of the
optimisation [35]. Summed variables areP
separable, and a MM
approach is used for the `22 penalty, or k x2k , in [34].
The `2, penalty is separable groupwise as ky[j]k2, =
P
j ky[j]k2 . Development of a MM approach for (29) requires
an auxiliary function for ky[j]k2 . This can be achieved using
the weighted arithmetic-geometric inequality
1

(av bw ) v+w 

va + wb
v+w

(34)

and setting a = ky[j]k22 , b = kŷ[j]k22 , v = , w = 2
✓
◆
ky[j]k22
ky[j]k2 
+ 1
kŷ[j]k2 .
2 kŷ[j]k22
2

:
(35)

with equality only when kŷ[j]k2 = ky[j]k2 . The inequality
(35) has previously been derived, less the group notation, using
Young’s inequality [48], and through calculating a quadratic
function that is tangent to the concave left hand side at the
current estimate [49] [44]. The second term of the right hand
side in (35) is a constant in terms of ky[j]k as it is given in
terms of the auxiliary variable, allowing the auxiliary function
for the `2 penalty to be given as
G` (yk |ŷ[j]) =
2

yk2
2kŷ[j]k22

+ C.

(36)
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where k 2 J j , and C denotes a constant in terms of ky[j]k.
Considering unit norm atoms (Y = X), the gradient of (36)
relative to xk is
rxk G` (xk |x̂[j]) =
2

xk
kx̂[j]k22

.

(37)

Elementwise multiplication of (37) by x̂k / xk , consideration
that (36) is separable in each column of X, and setting x̂ ! x
in the convention of (14) leads to
xkn
[ (X)]k,n =
(38)
kxn [j]k22
which is inserted into (14), to optimise (29) relative to X.
For the dictionary update the auxiliary function (36) is not
separable in the columns of X and needs
P to be summed
over all activations G` (dmk |Ŷ[j]) =
n G`2 (dmk |ŷn [j]).
2
Otherwise, a similar process to that used to derive (38) gives
X
x2kn
[ (D)]m,k = [D]m,k
(39)
2
n kxn [j]k2

where k 2 J j , which is inserted into (15), to optimise GS- NMF (29) relative to D. Subsequent normalisation such that
dk
xkn = xkn ⇥ dk ; dk = kd
, does not affect the cost (29) due
kk
to (30). For both (14) with (38) and (15) with (39) a value of
'( ) = (3
) 1 guarantees monotonicity through a similar
MM strategy as used for `22 penalised -divergence in [34].
IV. D ICTIONARY T UNING WITH GS- -NMF
Use of GS- -NMF requires knowledge of the partitioning of
the dictionary, unless a group clustering strategy is applied. An
application of GS- -NMF for dictionary tuning in the former
case is now proposed. Unlike dictionary learning, which seeks
to discover a dictionary in a purely data-driven manner,
dictionary tuning considers initialising a dictionary that is fit
for purpose and preferably generic, and allowing it to morph
into a better version of itself in its immediate context, while
maintaining its labelling. For this purpose, we restructure the
adaptive harmonic dictionary (AHD) proposed by Vincent et
al [50] [4] [14], which models a pitched atom by superposition
of narrowband atoms of the same pitch, such as seen in Fig.
5. A similar model was earlier proposed by Virtanen and
Klapuri [51] using a linear frequency scale. The AHD [4] uses
a logarithmic Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth Transform
(ERBT) scale, which may be more robust to inharmonicity
due to larger spacing between higher frequency bins.
In [4] it is considered that an atom, ej , representing the full
spectrum of the jth note is formed from a superposition of
several narrowband harmonic atoms, D[j], of similar pitch
ej = D[j]u[j]

(40)

where D is the AHD and u 2 RK . The spectrogram is then
approximated by
S ⇡ EX
(41)

where X 2 R88⇥N . In this way E can be considered the
top-level of a hierarchical dictionary in which each atom, ej
is formed as a linear mixture of several columns of D, the
fixed AHD. Semi-supervised NMF algorithms were proposed

Fig. 5: Group of atoms used to represent one note in adaptive
harmonic dictionary.
for the approximation (41) using a perceptually weighted
Euclidean distance [50] and -divergence [4], which we refer
to here as Harmonic NMF (H-NMF). H-NMF used alternating
multiplicative updates to estimate the pitch activation matrix
X, and then the spectral shape of each individual atom in E
by updating u[j]. The low-level dictionary, D, is not updated.
An alternative perspective on the AHD is taken here, in
which the top-level dictionary, E, is excluded, and the dictionary D is group structured, that is, the narrowband atoms
used to represent one note form a subspace. In this case, GS-NMD (14) (38) can be used as a decomposition algorithm,
leading to note representations that can vary at each individual
time frame, as the signal can now be decomposed with 88
pitched subspaces rather than with 88 atoms, as in H-NMF. In
particular, the coupling between narrowband atoms is effected
through data in H-NMF, while it is effected simply by the
group sparse penalty in GS- -NMD. In this way, H-NMF may
present different results for a given piece of data when learning
is performed on a subset, or superset, of that data while GS-NMD will present the same result as each decomposition is
independent of other time frames.
A potential weakness of H-NMF, and GS- -NMD, in this
context, is the strict harmonic model of the AHD due to
the narrowband atoms being fixed. Non-harmonic elements
present in a signal, such as the resonances of a piano body,
may then lead to false detections of atoms that best capture
their energy. It is considered that relaxation of the harmonic
constraint in the AHD may be beneficial. For this purpose
the dictionary tuning approach, outlined in Fig. 6, that uses
GS- -NMF to update the AHD, is proposed here. In order
for the P
harmonic constraint to be dropped, a small value,
✏mk =
m dmk /(4 ⇥ M ), is added to all elements of the
dictionary allowing them to be updated. While it is expected
that the coupling of atoms within a group will maintain the
pitch identity of each atom, some steps are made to explicitly encourage this behaviour through slowing the dictionary
updates. An initial decomposition is performed using NMD
in order to form a reasonable approximation of the signal, in
which case the dictionary can be expected to change less than
it might from a random coefficient initialisation. Then when
the dictionary tuning starts, two coefficient matrix updates are
performed for each dictionary update. Finally, the dictionary
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Input
S 2 RM ⇥N , D 2 RM ⇥K , , J , , a, b
Initialise
– xkn = 0.01 8 {k, n}
– for i=1:a
⇤ Perform NMD using (14) with (X) = 0
Dictionary Tuning
– for i=1:b
⇤ Update dictionary using (15) with (39)
⇤ Normalise: xk
xk ⇥ kdk k2 ; dk
dk /kdk k2
⇤ Update activation matrix (14) with (38) (⇥2)
Output X, D
Fig. 6: Dictionary tuning with GS- -NMF.

update itself is further stabilised through addition of an extra
term, µ = 1, to the numerator and denominator in the
dictionary update (15). This reduces the step size taken for
each dictionary element, particularly in the case where the
numerator and denominator are small, and more likely to result
in very large steps that may introduce instability to the pitch
labelling of the dictionary.

E

V. E VALUATION

XPERIMENTS were performed with the group sparse
algorithms to evaluate their use for AMT. Further objectives include evaluating subspace modelling relative to the
datapoint approach. A dataset was formed from the EnStDkCl
subset of the MAPS database [52], containing live recordings of 30 pieces of classical piano played by a Disklavier
piano. The Disklavier is an upright piano, that is capable of
robotic acoustic playback with piano strings struck by electromechanically actuated hammers. This robotic setup leads to
acoustic signals with a reliable ground truth that affords a
more rigorous experimental setup that is not available for
other instruments. The acoustic nature of these signals has
previously led to a large divergence in results, particularly for
onset detection, relative to MIDI playback files in the MAPS
dataset [14] [53] [54]. In particular, the difference reported in
[54] is over 20%
The first 30 s of each piece in the dataset were downsampled
to 22.05 kHz. For each piece a Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) spectrogram [50] with window size 2048 and 75%
overlap, leading to a hopsize of ⇠ 23.2 ms, was formed.
A further set of spectrograms using an ERBT of dimension
M = 250, similar to the AHD, and with similar temporal
resolution, was also formed. Dictionaries were learnt offline
from a set of signals containing isolated notes, also from
the EnStDkCl subset of the MAPS database. For each of
the 88 notes on the piano scale, an STFT spectrogram of
the corresponding isolated note was computed, with similar
parameters as the spectrograms of the dataset. Subspaces were
learnt from each spectrogram using Euclidean distance NMF
for a range of values of rank P 2 {1, ..., 7} in order to
compare the effects of subspace size. An example subspace
of rank P = 4 is shown in Figure 3. The dictionary was
formed by concatenating the individual pitched subspaces with
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appropriate labelling, with each atom normalised to unit `2
norm. A datapoint dictionary was formed from the same spectrograms. In order to omit silent segments at the start, onset
detection was performed on each isolated note spectrogram
and 50 spectra, representing ⇠ 1.16 s of audio including, and
subsequent to, the onset were extracted. These datapoints were
normalised and formed a subdictionary representing the given
note. The datapoint dictionary was formed by concatenation of
these subdictionaries. Equivalent dictionaries were also formed
using the ERBT.
A. Experiment A
Spectrogram decompositions were performed to compare
the stepwise methods and NNLS for subspace and datapoint
dictionaries. As the selection of a stopping condition for OMP
is known to be problematic [9], the sparsity, or polyphony,
at each frame is given in order to allow fair comparison of
the different approaches. NN-BOMP and NN-NS-OMP were
both run for all values of P 2 {1, ..., 7}, noting that both
algorithms revert to NN-OMP when P = 1, and were stopped
when qn , the number of notes active at the nth frame, groups
were selected. OMP was used with the datapoint dictionaries,
in which case selection of different atoms of the same pitch
was allowed, and a stopping condition specifying that qn notes
are selected at each time frame was used.
NNLS was run using the datapoint dictionary and with the
subspace dictionaries, in which case it is referred to as GTNNLS. An early stopping strategy, after 100 iterations, was
used for NNLS with the datapoint dictionaries, as convergence
may not occur due to the dimensions of the dictionary. To
allow comparison with the OMP based approaches, a qthresholding was performed whereby the qn notes displaying
the largest pitch-grouped coefficients (23) at each frame were
selected and all other pitches set to zero. Similarly, GBFNNLS was performed until only qn groups were active. GBFNNLS was also employed with the datapoint dictionaries, with
grouping of active atoms of a similar pitch in each column of
the initial NNLS activation matrix. For each decomposition
the sets of true positive, tp, and false positive, fp, detections
are denoted for all pieces, and the results are described in
terms of F-measure which, when the sparsity level is known,
|tp|
is given simply by F = |tp|+|fp|
. The STFT spectrograms and
corresponding dictionaries were used.
Results for this set of experiments are shown in Figure 7.
The subspace methods are seen to improve on the case of
P = 1, with the increase in F-measure being of the order
of 3 ⇠ 5% at the optimal value of P = 5. NN-NS-OMP is
seen to be more consistent than NN-BOMP, and with optimal
P performs similar to OMP using the datapoint dictionaries.
NN-BOMP, for some values of P performs worse than NNOMP. The thresholded NNLS approaches outperform the OMP
methods while GBF-NNLS adds further improvements in all
cases. For the subspace dictionaries, GBF-NNLS is seen to
improve on GT-NNLS by around 3% except when P = 1, for
which similar F-measure is given. For the datapoint dictionaries, the improvement is smaller. GBF-NNLS, at optimal P , is
also seen to perform similar to NNLS and GBF-NNLS using
the large datapoint dictionary.
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Fig. 7: AMT results for OMP and NNLS approaches with
subspace and datapoint dictionaries and known polyphony.
Datapoint dictionary methods denoted by (D)
B. Experiment B
Experiments giving a more realistic comparison of
NNLS and backwards elimination approach, without known
polyphony, were performed. Thresholding, similar to that
described in [50] [4] [5] was performed for the NNLS
approaches. In the case of GT-NNLS, and NNLS with the
datapoint dictionaries, thresholding of the group coefficient
matrix, H, (23) using the parameter (22) was performed for
a variety of values of 2 {15, ..., 50} dB in steps of 1 dB. At
each value of , for all pieces, the ground truth and binarised
thresholded group matrix are compared, with true positives,
false positives and false negatives, fn, denoted from which
the common Precision, P, Recall, R and F-metrics
P

=

F

=

R

=

|tp| / (|tp| + |fp|)

|tp| / (|tp| + |fn|)

2 ⇥ P ⇥ R/(P + R)

were derived. The optimal results in terms of F-measure,
found at opt applied across all pieces, were recorded. For
GBF-NNLS, with both dictionaries, the stopping condition is
calculated from the coefficient matrix of the NNLS decomposition (22), with experiments similarly run for various values
of . Again the STFT spectrograms were employed.
Results are shown in Fig 8, where the difference between
GBF-NNLS and GT-NNLS is more marked than in Exp. A
with differences of ⇠ 7% seen for the subspace dictionaries,
and ⇠ 5% for the datapoint dictionaries. GT-NNLS varies
little relative to P . GBF-NNLS(S) improves on NNLS with
the datapoint dictionaries by ⇠ 4%, and again approaches the
performance of the GBF-NNLS with datapoint dictionaries.
We also compared to two other methods that are designed
for use with overcomplete dictionaries. ASNA [55] is a stepwise method that uses the KL cost function (12), a selection
criterion based on the KL gradient, and Newton steps to perform the signal estimation. The ASNA approach was run for
100 iterations, similar to NNLS. Another KL-based method,
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Fig. 8: F-measure for AMT, relative to groupsize P for
(G)BF-NNLS and (G)T-NNLS with subspace dictionaries (S),
and with datapoint dictionary (D).
P
T-NNLS
66.9
ASNA [55]
66.9
KL-`2 [56]
71.1
GBF-NNLS
75.9
GBF-NNLS (S)
76.4
TABLE I

R
67.6
66.4
69.1
68.2
67.2

F
67.2
66.6
70.1
71.9
71.5

C OMPARISON OF METHODS USING DATAPOINT DICTIONARY TO
GBF-NNLS WITH A SUBSPACE DICTIONARY WITH (P = 5). (S) DENOTES
SUBSPACE DICTIONARY

proposed in [56], seeks to minimise CKL (s|Dx)
kxk2 . We
tested for several values of = 2 a ; a 2 {0, 1, ...6} and found
= 1/4 to perform best, concurring with the optimal range
expressed in [56]. We ran until a convergence criterion as using
the few iterations suggested by the authors [56] resulted in
poor performance. The results are given in Table I, where the
two unpenalised stepwise methods, ASNA and T-NNLS are
seen to perform similarly. In terms of the penalised methods
the GBF-NNLS with the datapoint dictionary performs slightly
better than the KL-`2 approach [56]. GBF-NNLS with the
subspace dictionary is comparable to these methods.
C. Experiment C
Experiments were run to test the effectiveness of the NMFbased approaches, comparing the use of the proposed GS- NMF dictionary tuning and GS- -NMD using AHD with HNMF [4]. The ERBT spectrograms were employed.
The H-NMF algorithm was run using code supplied by the
authors, and the AHD was produced using the default settings
provided. For the group sparse approaches, normalisation of
the atoms to unit `2 norm is performed. H-NMF was run with
= 0.5 for which superior performance is reported [4]. GS-NMD / NMF was run with
= 0.5 and also with the
KL-divergence ( = 1). For KL and (0.5) , a value of = 1
was seen in early experiments to be apt and was used for all
experiments. Dictionary tuning using GS- -NMF was run for
b = 30 iterations, after an initial a = 30 iterations of NMD.
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P
R
F
opt
72.3
69.6
32
70.9
74.5
69.4
33
71.9
70.3
65.3
29
67.7
67.9
67.1
30
67.5
70.5
65.3
29
67.8
75.4
68.5
31
71.8
75.5
70.5
34
72.9
TABLE II
F RAMEWISE RESULTS FOR SUPERVISED KL AND -NMD USING OPTIMAL
ONE ATOM PER PITCH DICTIONARY, H-NMF [4], PROPOSED GS- -NMD
APPROACHES AND GS- -NMF DICTIONARY TUNING APPROACHES .
KL-NMD
-NMD
H-NMF [4]
GS-KL-NMD
GS- -NMD
GS-KL-NMF
GS- -NMF

GS- -NMD used a flat initialisation on the activations, setting
[X]k,n = 0.018{k, n}, and were run until the cost function
was seen to decrease by less than 0.5% over 5 iterations. For
comparison, (0.5) -NMD and KL-NMD were used to perform
AMT using a dictionary with one atom per pitch, and were
run with similar initialisation and stopping conditions as GS-NMD. Framewise analysis is performed in a similar manner
to the previous experiments.
1) Onset Analysis: An onset analysis is also performed.
Typically this is performed using a simple threshold-based
onset detector, which is triggered when a threshold is surpassed and sustained for a minimum of 3 frames [4] [17] [3].
A true positive is denoted when a detected onset falls within
a tolerance of 50 ms from a ground truth onset, with other
detections denoted as false positives, and undetected ground
truth onsets denoted as false negatives. Analysis of onset
detection is performed in a similar manner to the framewise
case, using thresholding relative to a range of values of the
parameter (22), and with results given for P, R, F.
We have previously observed systematic problems with
the described onset detector [57], including not capturing
retriggered notes and detecting spurious false onsets when
the activation level is near the threshold. We propose some
modifications. In order to avoid spurious triggering a small
median filter is applied to each row of the activation matrix,
hk , resulting in a smoothed coefficient matrix Ĥ. In order
to capture retriggered notes, difference matrices such that
[A]k,n = [H]k,n [H]k,n 1 are used. The differences are
calculated for both H and Ĥ. A search for candidate onsets
considers only points where the elements of both difference
matrices are above a threshold, and, similar to above, the
subsequent two activations, [H]k,n+1 , [H]k,n+2 are above the
threshold. Often two or more of these points are found
adjacent to each other. Pruning is performed by eliminating
any candidate point for which either of the two earlier time
frames is also a candidate. Remaining candidates are deemed
onsets, and linear interpolation between the activations of
the candidate candidate [H]k,n and the earlier point in the
activation vector, [H]k,n 1 is used to estimate the onset time.
As above, the threshold is estimated for a range of values of
, the thresholding parameter.
2) Results: Table II displays the results for the framewise
analysis. GS- -NMD, for both KL and (0.5) , is seen to perform similar to H-NMF in framewise analysis. Improvements
of ⇠ 5% for (0.5) and ⇠ 4% for KL are observed using
dictionary tuning. In the case of (0.5) , all metrics increase
by 1% relative to -NMD using the optimal dictionary, and
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KL-NMD
-NMD
H-NMF [4]
GS-KL-NMD
GS- -NMD
GS-KL-NMF
GS- -NMF

P
R
84.8
76.3
88.7
76.7
77.2
74.4
78.0
69.4
75.5
72.4
82.7
75.7
83.1
77.7
TABLE III

opt

29
30
28
27
27
28
29

80.3
82.3
75.8
73.4
73.9
79.1
80.3

F
(74.2)
(76.0)
(71.7)
(67.6)
(69.2)
(72.7)
(75.4)

O NSET ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR PROPOSED GS- -NMD / NMF
APPROACHES , COMPARED AGAINST H-NMF [4], AND SUPERVISED KL
AND -NMD USING OPTIMAL ONE ATOM PER PITCH DICTIONARY.
N UMBERS IN BRACKETS FOR IN THE F COLUMN SHOW RESULTS FOR
THRESHOLDING ON ACTIVATIONS RATHER THAN THE PROPOSED
ACTIVATION DIFFERENCES .

also by ⇠ 2% relative to our previous results [17], using the
monotonic descent algorithm.
The onset-based analysis results are given in Table III. We
first note that the proposed onset detector performs between
4 ⇠ 7% better than the original, with the largest increases for
the NMD results using the dictionaries learnt offline and the
smallest for GS-NMDs with the fixed AHD. H-NMF performs
better than the GS- -NMD approaches, by ⇠ 2.5%. Using GS-NMF dictionary tuning, performance for both cost functions
exceeds that of H-NMF. For (0.5) the F-measure is almost
5% higher than for H-NMF, and 2% lower than -NMD while
being similar to KL-NMD.
As GS- -NMF was run for a fixed number of iterations,
rather than to a convergence condition, a subsequent GS- NMD is run using the new tuned dictionary, for each piece,
with the purpose of confirming that a better dictionary has been
learnt, rather than a favourable local minima found. The results
for these post-NMD approaches are seen in Table IV. Here it
is seen that the results acheived using dictionary tuning with
(0.5)
are almost maintained by post-NMD using either KL or
(0.5)
. However, the framewise results achieved by dictionary
tuning using KL are seen to degrade with post-NMD.
D. Discussion
The evaluation validates the proposed approaches; the subspace model is seen to be similar to the larger datapoint
models, and the backwards elimination strategy improves over
NNLS and OMP. More significantly, the dictionary tuning
approach improves over H-NMF [4], and performs almost as
well as -NMD with a dictionary learnt offline. Furthermore,
the modified onset detector leads to improvements.
Further AMT experiments were performed to directly compare the stepwise and NMF-based methods. First, GBF-NNLS
and GS- -NMD were run with ERBT subspace dictionaries.
GBF-NNLS, with a similar datapoint dictionary, is also compared. GBF-NNLS and GS- -NMD were then used for post
Frames
(0.5)

KL

DT
72.9
71.8

KL
DT
72.7
73
80.3
69.5
70.3
79.1
TABLE IV
(0.5)

Onsets
(0.5)

79.6
78.0

KL
79.4
78.5

F - MEASURE FOR FRAMEWISE AND ONSET ANALYSIS WITH POST- TUNING
NMD. VALUES ON LEFT GIVE COST FUNCTION USED FOR DICTIONARY
TUNING . DT INDICATES THE RESULTS FROM THE DICTIONARY TUNING .
OTHER COLUMN HEADS DESCRIBE COST USED FOR POST- TUNING NMD.
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Frames
GBF-NNLS (D)
73.3
GBF-NNLS (S)
73.2
GS- -NMD (S)
73.8
GS-KL-NMD (S)
74.1
GS- -NMD (T)
72.7
GBF-NNLS (T)
69.9
NN-NS-OMP (T)
69.7
TABLE V
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Onsets
76.9
76.1
82.0
83.2
79.6
71.8
74.4

F - MEASURE FOR FRAMEWISE AND ONSET ANALYSIS COMPARING
GBF-NNLS WITH GS- -NMD. (D) DENOTES DATAPOINT; (S) DENOTES
SUBSPACE (S), AND (T) DENOTES DICTIONARIES TUNED USING
GS- -NMF

dictionary tuning NMD, using AHDs tuned for each piece
using GS- -NMF. NNLS was observed not to converge with
the tuned AHDs, which was due to narrowband atoms from
different pitches of the AHD being highly correlated to each
other. NN-NS-OMP was instead used for the initial decomposition, selecting a maximum of 22 groups, with results given.
A similar experimental setup to Exp. C, with framewise and
onset analysis, was employed, For the subspace dictionaries,
results given are for the optimal P for each algorithm.
The results are given in Table V. GBF-NNLS performs similar to GS- -NMD algorithms in terms of framewise measures
with the subspace dictionaries. However, in terms of onset
measures, and also framewise measures with the AHDs, the
performance of GBF-NNLS is lesser relative to GS- -NMD.
In the case of the tuned AHDs, some error may be effected by
the correlated elements that caused convergence problems for
NNLS. Alternatively, the results may be interpreted in terms of
the quality of model. The subspace dictionary provides a more
descriptive model than the AHD by including implicit temporal information, while the approximate additivity assumed by
NMF-based AMT may be less effective in the presence of
transients and onsets [57]. From this perspective, GBF-NNLS
performs well when the spectra can be well-approximated, as
also seen in Table I, but is not so robust as the NMF-based
methods which outperfom GBF-NNLS in other cases.
Framewise detection is improved by group sparse NMD
with the subspace dictionaries relative to standard NMD for
both KL and 0.5 , as seen in Table II, and are also above that
seen with dictionary tuning. These results suggest that there is
some room for improvement in dictionary tuning, or learning.
The improvement is larger for GS-KL-NMD, for which onsetbased metrics also increase. We suggest that KL is better than
(0.5)
for GS-NMD, with (0.5) superior for dictionary tuning,
which we also observe to a greater extent in experiments
not reported here. The concave penalty used with (0.5) may
improve the dictionary updating as low-energy elements are
penalised more while convexity of the `2,1 -penalised KLdivergence may be preferable for performing GS- -NMD.
A common feature of many AMT methods is the use of
temporal information. Temporal information is an obvious
prior for audio signals, and some NMF approaches perform
frame to frame penalisation to encourage smoothness [33] [14]
[54] [58]. While smoothing is considered useful for source
separation [33], its validity in the context of AMT for piano
is questioned in [14] [54], where little or no improvement is
reported. A large improvement in AMT is reported when tem-

GS- -NMF
GS-KL-NMD

50 ms
100 ms
80.3
84.3
83.2
87.3
TABLE VI

100 ms (Best )
86.4
89.5

F - MEASURE FOR ONSET DETECTION WITH DIFFERENT WINDOW SIZES .

poral constraints are employed to transition between different
states of piano notes [7], which may be due to the weaker shiftinvariant note model used. Such methods may be improved by
constrained training of a subspace dictionary, with states represented by active subsets of atoms, with overlapping subsets
for adjacent states. Such staggered activation patterns are often
implicitly present in the subspace dictionaries, and may be
observed in spectrogram decompositions, even in a polyphonic
setting. In terms of dictionary tuning, we consider that it may
be possible to learn this implicit temporal information by using
one, or more, constrained group-wise subspace learning steps,
in a manner akin to the Block K-SVD [59], rather than gradual
updating, early in the dictionary tuning approach.
The use of long-term temporal dependencies for AMT is
considered necessary in [60]. Structured sparse decomposition
methods may provide further possibilities. It is easy to observe
in NMF-based AMT the problem of low-energy elements of
sustained notes being overpowered by false positives related
to higher energy active notes [57]. We previously observed
improved AMT, in both analyses, simply by using a low offset
threshold, clustering adjacent active atoms into molecules, and
subsequently determining activation over a whole molecule
rather than for individual atoms [15] [37], using stepwise
methods. An enhanced clustering approach, possibly using an
excitation-decay model may be considered. However, this may
require reliable onset detection, itself one of the primary goals
of AMT.
In order to probe the potential for improved onset detection,
we further inspect the proposed onset detector by re-running
GS- -NMF with AHD and GS-KL-NMD with the subspace
dictionary, with 50 ms and 100 ms onset tolerances compared.
Results are given in Table VI, where a jump of ⇠ 4% is
seen for the larger tolerance. A further increase of ⇠ 2% is
observed when the optimum per song is used. We note a
tendency towards higher precision than recall, as also seen
in Table III. Careful consideration, through alignment to the
spectrogram, or leveraging onset classification methods [53]
[61] may possibly bridge this performance jump.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper the use of group sparsity with subspace
modelling for piano transcription was explored. Non-negative
group sparse algorithms, a dictionary tuning approach, and
an onset detector for NMF-based AMT were proposed and
experimentally validated. The subspace model performed similar to a datapoint model, and an elimination based stepwise
method was seen to counter noted problems of OMP in this
context. A proposed monotonic group sparse -NMF with a
scale invariant penalty term was used for tuning a harmonic
dictionary previously proposed in [4], leading to improved
NMF-based AMT. In particular, dictionary tuning counters the
problems of NMD, as the dictionary is adapted to the signal,
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and unsupervised NMF as rank selection and separability
problems are avoided. Some possibilities for incorporating
temporal information into the group sparse methods for further
improving piano transcription were then discussed.
Further work will include extending the range of grouping
strategies, allowing different problems to be considered. One
potential application is for multi-instrument signals [12] [62],
where grouping could be performed on instrument and pitchlabels. NMF-based decompositions tend towards co-activity of
instruments in this case and stepwise methods incorporating
penalty terms that encourage e.g. temporal continuity of a
given instrument-pitch combination may provide an alternative
perspective.
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